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Despite the difficulty of assembling appropriate data, detailed knowledge regarding 
the capital formation processes at the rural firm-household level is necessary if

No satistactory explanation of luralthe development process is to be understood.
\ ’growcn can be formulated until we understand how the primary capital producing

The major focus of this research project,
&

unit, the firm-household, makes decisions, 
therefore, is on how the firni-household decision making process is related to 
capital formation.

(1) an outline of a’firm-The following discussion is divided into three parts: 
household decision making model which is being used to stu^y the capital formation 
.process, (2) a brief discussion of the major research issues on which the project 
is focusing in Brazil and Taiwan, and (3) an outline of how firm-household analysis 

be aggregated into sub-regional or regional models for more comprehensive 
policy use.,
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Capital formation wid tHe FinB-Houaohold 

Deciaidn Making Proceaa*

^ D. W Adaaa and I.J. Singh**

V'

Ik #V ^ -
I

1, Introduction• '
i

A good d«al of nttention in econonics ha» been, given to capital
three types of questions:-Isaues.y Much of this effort has fociised on 

(1) tha definition of capital. (2) capital's role in economic growth
(

and (3) waya to tranafer capital among different sectors or ge^raphlc 
. Capital growth in urban-industrial settings has received much

Discussion of capital formation linked with

a

areas

of the.research attention.
the agricultural sector has emphasized the-transfer-out-of-agrlculture

Authors such as Nurkae, Lewis, Ranis and Fel almost completely
Their

question;

Ignored the internal capital formation proceas within agriculture.
concentrated on how to extract "free labor" from agriculture inconcern

s
order to form capital outside that sector. Nlcholls, Johnston-Mellor
and Kuznets broadened the analysis of agriculture's contribution to

They, however., spent.little time analyzing
We would argue.

growth beyond Just labor, 
the contribution which agriculture makes to itself.A

*This paper is a further amplification of the topic explored in 
n«i» w Adams, "Rural Capital Pomation and Technology! Concepts and 
Research Issues," Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. .29, 

of. Agricultural Economica and Rural Sociology, The OhioDepartment 
State Univeralty, April 12, 1971.

**The discussion included fe this paper is a joint effort of the 
authors plus other colleagues at Ohio State. Contributions by Choong 
Ahn. Terry Glover, Leroy Hushak, Richard Meyer and Norman Rask are 

- andiymDusly Integrated into the paper.
1/ In this paper capital la defined as man-mada productive 

capacity. This productive capacity often provldea servlcea over several 
Claa periods and is the result of firm-household Investment decisions.

•if-

. ...
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in fact, that agriculture'a largest contribution to the growth process 

Is through the build up In Its own productive capacity (read capital 
formation) which allows It to maka positive contributions to other

Even more Importantly, the expanded productivesectors of the economy.
r ■;I

capacity allows the agricultural sector to Improve the employment and 

Income conditions of Its own residents, which usually comprise the 

majority of the population In.most less developed countries.
There are several reasons why little analysis has been dona of

(1) In most cases only a smallcapital formation In rural areas:
portion of the Increase In productive capacity In rural areas moves

Changes In the amount of capital' 
(2) Aside from the

through national accounting systems.
.in the sector are therefore difficult to estimate.
public Investments made In rural areas, rural capital formation Is an 
accretionary process imbedded in a large m«ber of firm-households.

(3) It has been aData collection Is thus made even more difficult.
1

widely held asswptlon that little private savlngs-lnvestment takes 
and that there Is, therefore, little need to

!
I

place in rural areas 
study the capital formation process on farms.

We also feel that despite the IWe reject this latter assisq)tlon. 
difficulty of assembling appropriate data, detailed knowledge regarding

the rural firm-household level isthe capital formation processes at
If the development process Is to be understood. No satisfactorynecessary

explanation of rural growth can be formulated until we understand how the

primary capital producing unit, the firm-household, makes decisions.
focus of this research project, therefore. Is on how the flrm-The major

Wehousehold decision making process Is related to capital formation.
research issuea are related to thealso emphasize how ^^ous Important
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He feel this knowledgedecision Baking proceee and capital formetlon.
- IB one of the theory building blocks which will assist In explaining

agricultural developBont. 
The following

f
discussion is divided inti^,threa parts: (1) an

decision making aodel which is being used 
brief discussion of the

outline of a flna-housd^old 
to study the capital fomatlon process, (2) a

s which the project is focusing in Brazil andresearch issues onyjor
Taiwan, and (3) an outline of how fitB-household analysis can be aggregated

into sub-regional or regional models for more comprehensive policy use#

f.

Flrii^Hou»«hold Dacislon Making Proccss^ 2/II.

Much of the early work on firm-household economic behavior
set aside by the Keynesian neo-classicalnsher, Baasey and others was

\ ■

analysis. Most economic analysis of this type carried out in the past
assumed that entfepijBnaurlal decisions and co^umption

• '* -'.i V ^
sumption is cleariy more

three decades has 
decisions are made independently.

for urban-industrial analysis than for rural studies.

• ; -
This as

In
functional

most rural situations, including.less developed countries (LDC's),?

arm families make consumption, production, and investment decisions 

which are highly interdependent. Capita?, formation is largely the
product of the interaction of these decisions. An explanation of how

formed, therefore, largely depends on understandingand why farm capital is 
how these decisions are made.3/

2/ See the topamdlx for a morm rigorous treatment of the ecpnomlo^ 
function and variables included in this decision making process.

1/ Thera are few discusslond of rural firm-household decllion making
models^n the literature. One of the few ofsib-*’
"Subsistence and Cosswrclal P^ly Farms: Some Theoretic ^ _ _ _ _ _
Jectlve Bqulllbrlum," in Subsidence Agricult^^e rod
edited brc.R. Wharton Jr. (Chicago: Aldlne. 1^969) pp. 165-185. to«nt 
work'by l.J. Singh and k.H. Day have provided wJdltlonal insights into
this decision asking model.

II
e--..

•
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The ConsuBPtion Declelone

household decision asking process is complex snd 

include^ economic as well as non-econoaic dimensions, 
side current consuaptlon decisions appear to play a central role.

The fara fi: t

On the economic
V

Ke^eslan macro' consumption analysis Initially focuaad on ths ralatlonshlp .

Later Dusenberry, Modigliani,between current Incoa^'and consumption.
Friedman, tado, Brtmiberg, Watts, and others extended consumption analysis

by suggestl^ that the relative Income position, permanent income. 1

' pre^^lotts constoption experience, relative ah^ desired wealth levels were' 
Impprtrat determinants of consumption. The major purpose of macro con

sumption analysis was to forecast and control business cycles. 
asOumed that decisions to consume and save-lnvest were Independently 

■ made. Furthermore, traditional consumption analysis assumes a rather 

stable bundle of consumption goods and relatj.vely modest rates of economic 
growth. That la consumption and production surfaces are assimed to 

change only gradually over time.
Several modifications must be made In traditional consumption - 

function analysis to make It appropriate for a diagnosis of farm firm- 
household decisions In LDC’s. The first major addition Is Including 
rates of return fypm on-farm Investment alternatives In the consumption 
function. That Is to say that high rates of return to Investments In 
fixed farm capital and/or operating expenses will encourage the farm 
family to defer consumption.. The reverse Is, of course, also true.
Family consumption also may be affected by the rates of return offered savers 
through various financial savings Instruments and/or off-farm Investment 

opportunities.

In developing rural areas much more attention must be paid to the.- 
Impact of rapidly changing production Investment Incentives as well as.

It also
V .

V.-
- •Vv'

IA
1;

{

♦

i
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rapidly changing conau^itlon bundles on the consumption decisions.
High yielding rice and wheat varieties may make on-farm investment very 

attractive In one tlM period, while availability of television sets,, 
motor bikes, refrigerators, and sewing machines In rural areas may make, 

consumption Viry ettractlve In a later tl 
- Other considerations which mlgM^^Mn 

function analysis are the age composltl9n of the family, the age of 
operator and the presence of heirs, and the composition and sources of 

Income.

Sv

-'7

■K'

pe^od.

ncluded in the consunption.

Production Decisions .

As already suggested, conauallrtf^P^tectlons lie at the heart of

Likewise, the production 
Production

m.
the firm-household decision making process, 
function Is the core of the capital formation process, 
decisions are closely related to consuiptlon and also provide the major 
analytic focus for examination of the capital formation process. In 
large measure, the production function provides the firm-household with 

possibilities. It provides the economic incentive which 
stimulate the capital formation process. It also provides the signals 
which Indicate the forma of capital which are most economically desirable, 

and It grinds out the additional product which can provide part of the 
resources necessary to make further Investments in farm capital.

I

resource use

t-

. i

The production function facilitates an analysis of the contribution
This Includesof various types of Inputs to the production process, 

the l^act of changes in forms of Inputs as well as Introduction of 
new Inputs (read technological change). The capacity to finance capital 
Inputs, the ability to absorb additional capital, and Incentives to do 

so. are all related to the production function.K.'

4.:.-

mi "I
/■i
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The fourth set of Investaent sctlvltles relete to creation of
Thla Includes Investaents nadehunan capital within the household.

the foraal education of the operator and hia fanlly.>
In furthering
It Includes tl»e and resources spent In Improving the quality of

chUd rearing In the hoM and inveatnenta made In improving family

-health.
V. ■

the farm family's decision to invest In oneTo a large extent
of activities described above will be detenAned by the 

rates of return expected from the Investment discounted by associated
of return will. In turn, directly

of the sets

f-:- risk rad uncertainty. These rates 
affect consumption decisions.is

if «

III. Major Research Issues
five major research topics which must be treated

These Include two 
and amounts of the capital 

lunta of the. consusq>tlon bundle. It

There are at least
In a coaqirehenslve analysis of capital formation. 

■ basically descriptive topics: (1) the nature

fonied. rad, (2) the nature rad 
also includes three policy avenues which might be used to affect flrm-

(3) technological change,.(A) • /

These last three re-' 

explanation, of capital formation and 

tracing through how various policy avenues might affect this process.

household capital formation decisions: 
price policies, rad (5) rural capital markets, 

search areas focus much more on

Description of Capital rormatlon
An explanation of capital formation Involves making an inventory

This Includesof the stock of capital within the farms under analysis, 
a description of the nature rad composition of the capital, how the 
cspltel brae verles among farm types and regions, the time sequence of 
these cspltel Inputs, snd how the capital enters various production

- ■

M-
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• DBscriPtlon of Conswptlon Bw>dl88
f

As already suggested, changes In the bundle of consunption .goods
available for purchase by the firi-household aay alter the desirability.

Other things being equal, note attractive conatawir goods
A description

of consuming.
-at. saving-investment alternatives less desirable.

1 •

of the time-changes In consumption bundles which are exogenous to the
♦ firm-household appear to bo an Important dimension of capital analysis.

Technological Change
The relationship between technological change and capital formation

technology Is lishedded in capital.

1: * >

•i
In many cases nevis an intimate one. 

in other cases new technology requires a substantial change In factor ’».

proportions which favors cap^^ll'in still other cases technological 
.change requires a new capuij^Hew technology nay substantially 

alter the average and marginal returns to capital Inputs.

f-

technology directly affects the firm-household decision
Important research

New farm
process by altering the production process.

Issues to be treated under technology Include:
What ate the total average and marginal returns of various 
farm Inputs? Are farmers working with high or low altitude 
production functions?

-1.

•? .

What are the use levels and returns from various types of 
farm technologies? How Important la profitability In ex
plaining the diffusion of these technologies?
How do technological changes affect farmer needs and returns 
from operating expenses?
How does technological change affect the farmers' Incentives 
to invest in various forms of fixed capital?

technological change affert the farmers’ ability to

2.

3.

4. 1*.

How does5,

«

■*-

r :v'< -
\ a .' •
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invest? That Is, how does technology affect production, 
effect inco«, af&ct availability of discretionary resource*, 
•ffect Incentives to invest an4 finally affect stock,of 
capital held?• .
Does technology have a differential lepact on tnc^.dls- 
trlbutloh, production and eeploynept? How could the^e 
differential Inpacts be eodlfled?

6.
*•- ».

•• *.
>

Price Policlee
Agricultural product and Input pricing policies also have a direct

Impact 06'^roduction functions In the flm-household decision making
analysis of pricing policies runs parallel 

Both Involve an alteration
process. In many respects an 
to the analysis of technological change.

value-production function, both entail factpr and 
Involves questions of

In the nature of the 
product std>stltutlo: 
differential Inpacts on1 production, employeent and Income distribution. ‘ 

Interested in how the particular policy affects

i

In both cases we are 
the Incentive to Invest, induces changee i« mix of ci^ital lnpvt.a, and 

capacity of the firm-household to make Investments from

t

alters the
All of the research questions alreadyInternally generated resources.

under technological.change will be addressed for pricing policies. .
•* .

listed

who receives theSome additional attention, however, will.bo placed on
and who pays the cost of these policies.benefits of the price policies

V-:- PnraV Capital Market Policies >y‘

Policies in rural capital markets Impinge on the firm-household •

First, rural capitaldecision making process from two different angles.
provide additional discretionary resources to the farm 
through credit, to respond to various Investment opportunities

IS; markets mayfi:
operators, 
emerging from his production process.i. . In many cases the operator's

sufficient to allow him to move todiscretionary resources are not 

appropriate levpls of Input
own

Crndlt provides the lubrication necessaryuse.

7-
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to allow oparacor's to wake auch aovea.

Tha aacond waiinar In which rural capital aacketa Influence the
through the financial Incantlvesy^rovldad 

for sa^wra to deposit eoney In rural, capital earkata. This includes 
Interest rates paid on deposits and security offered on the ability o't . 

Institutions to repay deposits.
A ntaiber of questions related to rural capital market are being _ . .. 

treated In our research:
tihat aaounts of rural credit are needed to adequately 
lubricate the capital foraatlon process?

2. ̂ i»et roles do the forMl and Inforwl cre^t systems play 
•^providing

3. To'what extent can additional Internally generated 
fare funds supply the Increased cap.ltal required by 
technological change?

4. How serious is external capital rationing for farms 
experiencing technological change and strong economic 
opportunities for capital formation? What types of farms 
generally become credit starved in this process?

s,
. ■ V

1«•flrB-housel(old decisions coaas

1.

N. •

these funds?

i'

\

\
ir

Do the financial interest of credit-distributing agencies 
affect the way they ration credit?

Do credit repaymeiit p^blems^^ 
credit use are low, J
go<^credit rat lag 'HtVtiifflSniB

Do Snsees nee^V

-7 • 5.
? .7- ,!

■i
^Vhet^ the returns to 
4^ue of maintaining a

•

4
Itl^lnduce them to make

What affe6fe‘'d|lS*m(JW;«M#HpriytJg policies have on: 
a) the‘way‘;'1WwSit.flefV3^npfc*>7 size of loans granted, 
c) wiW'getaTjehs",' d) _a^s loans, e) abUlty of
bank to4}9ln6iitf real Value of xjqdl* portfolioand f) way 
borriMwr^ilocat:es funds within his< firtt^hOi^^old.

9.- What affect do fhterest rata policies on-#f«aftclal savings 
have on: -A) saviiiqs decision, b) ' consumption decision, 
c) decision to.^'vast on farm, and d) ability of credit 
system to b 
mobilized f

^ fixed c. y r-i^-
8^.

fup"its own credit portfolio through funds 
rural areas.

/

r 4 V'
' Ci.

■'w

'•'W-»\
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IV. , Ag»reg»tloa of ft'
Into Sutyrreglonal

■ "A^ " . ■ ;'>vr
I,

-.-r, *
'■'^ Infornatlon derlwd fton fin^to* 

of the Information necessary to build I 
farm data can be estimated for various 

and used as building blocks for (

(

etCe t
data, plus off-fatm resource and regioi 

. the necessary ingredistots for construe
linear and recursive programming metho 
Brazilian wheat region, is a technique ot pullift? this tj^d 

together for pollqy**maly8ls.
'.^pK

together various sub-regional 

models.

is-posslblS' tp '
rv

At a later stage it
:Inter-aecto*sector andmodels to form 4 -I

The application of sub-regional models to micro fdata helps

acconpllsh a nunber of tasks, 
models can be used to check and evaluate results from the mlcroecoi

Moire

Initially, results from the sub-region^

, <
\The reverse cheek is also possible.neo-classical analysis. X

Importantly, sub-regional models provide an Integrated framework in 
analyze the consaiption-productlon-lnvestnent decisions of

These models provide an analytic tool which allows
which to

V-

the /inn-householdse
’ J

specification of altendative policies and tracing out expected con- 
It also provides a dynamic fresework within which both

■1'-;

■‘S'-

sequences.

short run and long run consequences 

can bo tasted.
j^rfonance of the sub-region.

... of the hlstocial growth process, as well as providing a firm base for

of various sets of policy options

The models also can be used to simulate actual past 
This allows a better understanding

‘

' projective work.
The use of micro studies as building blocks for sub-regional, and

II:
s-e.
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has .^ral ■■dditlon.!/ 

countries like Braell there.Is s paucity
T..'^' .. .-i . ' '^ ■ ^-\_'^ ■ '

>’ of tsim livel data. Policy ^clatona regarding

^■S>

>
a■V ■I90 »

the behavior of the rural

tlr^iiousehpia are often baaed oii."coiivantlonai wladoa" rather than 

enpirlcaL Information. Bull^4^nfe itodals from the bottom provldae ^ 
^.ayatematlc^nethod of creating the data baaea needed to make better policy 

It also assists policy makersresearch institutions, and'

1
''ll

■ J>
hS' -4<

»... ■'

'fffi ‘decisions.
A.S--

W^rslty people in a country like Brasil to get their feat wet in
Fui^themore^' It gl^e e U.S. unlveralty

r*

building these data bases. i.- .■1

like Ohio State the opportunity to work cooperatively over extended
with policy .and educational agencies in LDC's on activities

■

periods of time
which have substantial Joint payoff.

■ In many cases sector model building involves a good deal of time 

before new information is fed into policy making. The bottom-up. sub-

. a->: ..
"4^■ ■

-V

:-y-I 4'.,
regional approach suggested here allows some policy insights to be fed-

For example, a . 
in the Stats of Sao Paulo,'

J*
Into decision making early In the research process. 
Wtcro study of the economics of fertiliser use-t

i

Brazil in 1970 quickly yielded information on the extent and level of
Within a year it was clear 'fertilizer use among the sample farms, 

from analysis of the data that farmers were not using recommended levels
•‘vf.

■ .V"-'-

The Infprmatlon derived 

allows decision makers to begin altering policies
of fertilizer because Of low economic payoffs.

from micro studies 
in appropriate directions. An aggregation of this data into a sub- ....

:V.

regional model would allow a more comprehensive analysis of various
The model analysis Should help to more correctly . X' v

. . . . .
policy alternatives.
identify correct pbllcy levela and mlxas.

In sum, we see a focus on the firm-household decision maklngy
being vital to explaining rural capital formation. We aiad

-4- V--1

A

process as
i

- ;■

■ • '.:,
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feel that this focua, in conjunction with enpheeis'on several inportant
Systeuitic 

The botto»-up.
lead to important policy conclusions.policy avenues can

policy analysis, however, requires some aggregation.
offer the appropriate techniques for thissub-re^or^ model appears to 

aggregation.

* .
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Vv Mathematical Appendix

This Api>endix presents a preliminary mathematical formulation 
of the firm-household decision making process. Following the works 
of Fisher, Ramsey and Klein the following simple model can. be 

. written 
(1) Max.

where for the 1th household in period t the choice is to derive 
maximum satisfaction out of current and future consumption bundles. 
Limiting the decision to one time period and simplifying by assuming 
a relationship between current investments and future consumption we 

can write

,!

:

, .a
-•

- hdj^^), therefore(2) Clt+1
(3) Max. Uit - U' it^'^lt, *'^^lt^ 

that current disposable Income Is allocated between
- •

where we assinne
consumption expenditures and Investment outlays (savings deposits be

ing a form of Investment) such as to Tsaximite satisfaction;
Solving for (3) we get the following basic relationship: ••

(4) aui, - auit
ahdit)acit

which describes the flrm-househoid ,(f-h) decision in equilibrium. Our
interest Is in both how to lend empirical content to (4) as well as to

If we assume that f-h units, analyse Its dynamics In disequilibrium, 
begin in some form of equilibrium (one ouch state being described by 

traditional equilibrium, where the rates of return to new

4

Schultz as
■ investments are so low that there are few incentives to invest), we

■ ■

*

f
t

#

*
&■ .'.V.
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\ ■ and hew investment opportunitiesknow that new consumption opportunities 
have > treoendous Impact on Increasing both consumption and investment

f
V

- utilities.

How do
of decision functions:
Consumption Decisions ■

(5) Cit - fit^^if ‘^it-l; ”it* ’^lt-1* ^t^ 

irtiere for the ith f-h unit in period t,
- Family consumption outlays,

Y • Family disposable Income,
1ft

Wit " !“<*** family wealth, , •

- Index of family age composition,

- Lagged rate of return
(eg. on-farm, off-farm, and human capital investments) , 

Cit-i “ Lagged family consumption outlaye.

• P® “ Consumer price index.
Farm Production Decisions
(6) Qit - HitCl-lt* “if ^^t^

- Value of farm output.

Lit “ Q““tlty of land,

Hit • Quantity of labor,
- Service flow from Jth capital item (Including quantity of 

operating capital, human capital and fixed capital items).

analyse these decisions? Consider the following set

Ji
%f

Fit
I

from the Jth investment opportunity

V

Qlt

• V

.tir /

I
S’

-
* «I:-

Bi y.. . . . .
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Farm Inveatment Deci8i.ons
Relating Investments In capital Items to their lagged rates of 

return* their current market prices, the market rate of interest.

the wage rate, and past levels of investments, we have

Pjt* “t>(7) lit ^
•••. ij

it-i’ It-n 
rk ... yk

’ It-n
)

It-n,

where

ll • Cur/ent investment outlays on the jth capital Items,
It

nj " Current market rate of Interest on which credit is available 

for the Jth capital Item,
- Lagged rates ^ return to the jth investment.'It-l*'”' 'it-n

- Current price of Jth capital good,
Jtv^

m( - Current agricultural wage rate,
- Lagged investment In Jth capital Item,

it-n

^ - Lagged investment in kth capital Item.

Stock-flow Relationships
Now relating current levels of capital use (service flows) which

levels of investment to determine
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enter the production function to p^st 
the actual differential rates of depreciation as suggested by

Yotopoiilosi^ we have

(8) K-l -
where and

••• lit-n)
are previously defined.

1/ Pan A. Yotopouloe, Allocat^e Efficiency In Economic Developmejj^
* (Athens, Greece: Center of Planning and Economic Research, 1967). ‘
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A TncQM - Output Ralatlonshlp

,/
To close the systeili we define a direct relationship between 

current value of output and current disposable income

(9) ^It ' llt«lt)
System Dynamics

We start by re-Now we wish to trace the dynamics of the system, 
stating the divldlon of current disposable income into current con-

I sumption and investment outlays:
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for each of the n f-h units In any specified sample grouped by size.
Dropping the 1 subscript thenfarm type or other characteristics.

s
for the grouped data by expanding (11) we have
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equatbns allows us to lend empirical content to the following dynamic 

and recursive sequence:

(5) through (9) estimated as a set of simultaneous
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(12) E +(7)+ AI - J AI^ -►(8)^ j AK^+
t

+ AI+E +(?)-► AT
-■(6)+ AQ +(9)+ AY -►(5) ♦AC ■*-(5)-^ AC

;r;.

where E are exogenous variables, which entering the Investment decision «'

r,-: function (7) and determine levels of Investmenta in various capital
These are then transformed to flows using (8) which in turnItems.

are turned Into output via (6). Output is related to dlspo iflble inronui

via (91 and disposable Income allocated to consumption and invustmeiit

via (5). The allocations to investments leads tt furamulntive growtl.
Behind the cttnsumpti on .'hlle Increased consumption acts as a drain.

dstlalpn (5) lies the basic equilibrium condition InI

It is obvious that the allocation between consumption and’ it.
vestment outlays changes as both new consumption and invcstmcut! i

£
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4 opportunities appear, the direction and strength oC the chan^^f dapcad-

ior ipon the changes shown in (11*1).
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